
RL-SL LIMITED EDITION ARTWORK SURVEY
SURVEY QUESTIONS

For this survey question, please assume you're in the market for artwork,.. comment on the following two 
questions. 
Drop your notecard with your answer in the Survey Box.
 

1. In the real world, 
how much difference does it make if you can purchase a limited edition reproduction over a print from 
an on-line store like RedBubble.com or Society6.com or a physical store?

2. In Second Life, 
how much difference does it make if the artwork is limited to a specific number of objects versus a very 
large number of similar objects in world?

The SLurl for the Subject is at these locations:
TCGWS Display: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Moliman/208/192/58 
UASL Display: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Karpov/43/42/2801

As I pondered and worked on this survey, I began to believe I am asking for your value attached to uniqueness 
verses the multiple. Most people can relate to the personal need of uniqueness, a unique identity or a specific 
expression. Sometimes we can agree that one is enough and two was too much.  For some things, better or 
worse, we can accept or appreciate a certain number of items, with objects or people.    

I will greatly appreciate your answers and comments.  Please provide me with a thoughtful answer. I'll return 
the favor with a Giftcard between August 1st and August 8th along with any follow up questions.

SURVEY INFORMATION 
Total digital created images don't need this process.  As an RL artist dealing with 2D and only raised surfaces 
3D right now, there needs to be a professionally imaged file of real life artwork.  

I purchased my first limited edition artwork in the 1970s. It is a Robert Bateman, “African Amber – Lioness 
Pair.” I purchased it from the Art Gallery in the restaurant where I played the keyboards.  I learned more about 
the processes at that time to make a set of limited edition prints.  The process is much different today.

My first professional 35mm camera was a Mamiya in the 1970's.  I had an assortment off lenses, filters, and 
other fancy stuff for it.  My darkroom experience occurred during my time in the Navy. Cameras are much 
different now and on cellphones, tables and other devices.  I call these “Home Cameras.”

In RL and SL, there is a level of professionalism for artwork.  Textures are much smaller in SL than RL.  The 
example for this deep survey is the “UNION Suns & Moons.” (please see the artwork on display)

The RL artwork, “Union, Suns & Moons” is on a 50”x38” sheet.  It with the custom coffee bag burlap matte 
board, fractal burned Poplar wood frame, Plexiglas and other materials all weight 65 lbs and measure 
61½”x49”.  The hanging cables system allows it to hang in either landscape views.  The framed reproductions 
can hang both ways portrait and landscape and a few angled ones.  

The RL artwork is professionally digitized by a certified reproduction shop in my town.  These images are used 
for RL products such as certified limited edition reproductions from the shop.  They provide a certificate of 
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authenticity for the reproduction and I provide the numbering and records of numbers sold.  

My RL costs are much smaller today than in the old days.  I can have one sheet printed or order multiples at 
discounts.  In the old days, I'd have to purchase the entire batch of 500, or however many were to be 
reproduced.  The image is also used for on-line on-demand product shops like RedBubble.com or Society6.com 
and others.  These stores provide for printing format (canvas, metal, glass...) framing options and sometimes 
matte options too plus all the work to make and deliver it.  I never know who bought it, just production costs 
and my margin.  Pay got to PayPal and everyone is happy.  The info on the file I get from the shop follows.

File Image Info:
Relative Costs..............$$$$
File Format..................TIF
Compression …...........LZW
Color Channels............CMYK
WxH...........................13,972X10,587px
File Size......................322MB
Bytes on disk …..........338,235,392

The artwork and frame completed assembly is photographed by a professional with his lighting, strobes, camera
and my sheets darkening the room.  
Image Info:

Relative Costs...............$$
File Format..................JPG
Compression Factor......20
WxH............................4229x3378 px
File Size.......................5.83MB
Bytes on disk …...........6,123,520

I did the home camera shots of the framed reproductions 1/500 and 2/500 were done by me under normal 
lighting. You can see the ambient light reflection more on one than the other.  They will get professionally 
photographed before long.  So the three things to point out are as follows.

1. The SL artwork are from the TIF files, just a lot smaller and JPGs.  These are the images on canvases 
and framed artwork in SL currently for unlimited items.

2. The SL Limited edition artwork of the RL original framed assembly is done by a professional 
photographer. It will be limited to 500 Items and a mesh frame that mimics the RL frame assembly.  It 
will have a certificate and both be no-mod, no-copy.

3. The SL Limited edition artwork of the RL custom framed reproductions (1/500, 2/500, etc) will be done 
by a professional photographer.  There will be a low number of issues with these.  Since there could be a
total of 500 of these RL object and only produced one to two at a time over x-number of years. The 
number of SL items could be extreme (500 x 500 = 250,000). A more manageable number is few 
thousand total, like 10 of each one.  That would make a possible maximum of 5,000.

Again, I appreciate your comments and feedback.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS

3. In the real world, 
how much difference does it make if you can purchase a limited edition reproduction over a print from 
an on-line store like RedBubble.com or Society6.com or a physical store?

4. In Second Life, 
how much difference does it make if the artwork is limited to a specific number of objects versus a very 
large number of similar objects in world?

(Click this sign for Info in a notecard)

As I pondered and worked on this survey, I began to believe I am asking for your value attached to uniqueness 
verses the multiple. Most people can relate to the personal need of uniqueness, a unique identity or a specific 
expression. Sometimes we can agree that one is enough and two was too much.  For some things, better or 
worse, we can accept or appreciate a certain number of items, with objects or people.    

I will greatly appreciate your answers and comments.  Please provide me with a thoughtful answer. I'll return 
the favor with a Giftcard between August 1st and August 8th along with any follow up questions.
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